
These are notes with images are to guide people through the process of 
transferring, or also called capturing, the data, video and sound from standard 
VHS tapes and writing the file/s made to a computer (PC).
Once the files are made and written, usually in the MPEG format, they can be 
used by any movie/video editing application.
The equipment I demonstrate on at BSOL are;
A standard VCR video recorder
A Kaiser Bass USB capturing device
The capturing software is Power Producer
A standard 2.6GHz PC.
For further help ask myself or Fred Scholten who is the BSOL VIGroup 
convenor.

 John C.E. D'Alton   Web URL     www.paradox.com.au/~jcdalton
                      E-mail       jcdalton@paradox.com.au

 I hope to make these notes available as a PDF on my Web   site soon.

Transferring  data from VHS video tape to a 
computer.
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Connections to PC.
The Kaiser Bass USB device connects USB plug to 
PC.
The USB out plugs plug into the VCR at the back    
--   Red is sound right channel into red socket 
--  White is Left channel into white socket
--  Yellow is video into yellow socket
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The Kaiser Bass USB device connects USB plug to 
PC.
The USB out plugs plug into the VCR at the back    
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 Because the USB out are female sockets, three 
male to male little connector plugs are needed to 
plug into the three VCR out sockets.
They are shown here not yet plugged into the 
sockets.
The other multi-pin plug is not used so is left 
loose.
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 Here the little connectors are plugged into their 
respective sockets from the USB device.
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 Here we see the three cables and the little 
connectors plugged into the sockets at the back 
of the VCR .
The two other sockets are antenna in and out 
which are not needed in Capturing.

The Kaiser Bass USB device will be detected 
by the Power Producer application as will be 
explained later..



I suggest you make a new folder/directory called 
something like;
CC_JDs_VHS_captures, (JD is for John D'Alton so 
Molly would name it MTs_VHS_captures)..
CC so that the folder will be near the top of the folder 
tree.
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C:/
CC_JDs_personal_movies_I_make

Capturing_video_from_tape_or_camera
Hobart_journey_1998
Toowoomba_Flower_festival
RNA EKKA 2006

So what is Captured is Saved into an appropriate 
folder. Later when editing with an Editing 
Application the files will be easy to find.

One must SaveAs the various files in meaningful 
folders because there will probably be hundreds of 
files later on. There will also be folders for photos 
(still images), voice overs and music



BSOL VIGroup
Capturing from VHS tape via the Kaiser Bass USB 
device and using Power Producer
by John C.E. D'Alton   September  2010.             70%   150DPI for PDF

Run Power Producer
this is the first (A) dialogue box
click produce movie disk
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This is the second (B) dialogue box
click DVD
then arrow (next)
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This is the third (C) dialogue box
click Preferences
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This is the fourth (D) dialogue box
Set Folder for files which will be made
                                               Type in Filename
then click Video/Audio tab
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This is the fifth (E) dialogue box
click HQ
                         then MPEG
then  Location to Australia PAL
                                        these may already be set
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This is the sixth (F) dialogue box
click Video
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This is the seventh (G) dialogue box
The USB device is detected,  nothing to do 
here.                        
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This is the eighth (H) dialogue box
Select VCR   if a VHS tape is in the VCR and 
playing,  the video will show in the monitor 
box and sound will be heard.                 
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This is the ninth (I) dialogue box
When one sees the beginning of the part to be 
Captured, Click the red button.

The duration and file size will be seen 
incrementing here. When one needs to stop 
Capturing, click the black Stop button.          
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The video file will be made and written to the 
hard disk so Power Producer can be Closed or a 
NEW Project commenced
Be patient as the writing of the file may take 
many seconds, it depends on the time length of the 
video clip captured.
Ones own Movie Editing Application can be used 
to Edit and Write (Burn) the movie to a CD or a 
DVD.
This depends on settings one makes in Power 
Producer.     
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